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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L [0, 00) be the linear space of all complex Lebesgue measurable
functions defined over the interval [0, 00). We consider the Lipschitz space
Lip p consisting of all such f E L [0, 00) which for some constant k = k(f)
satisfy
If(x) - f(y)1 ~ k Ix - yiP,
Also let, for such an f,
(1.1 )
W 8 = sUPllf(x) - f(y)l: Ix - yl ~ 6,
x,yEI;I= [O,h],h < oo}; (1.2)
then
(1.3)
is finite. Under this norm, Lip p is a Banach space [2, Chap. I, Exercise 22].
We denote this space by B L (p). It has as a closed subspace
(1.4 )
If fE B[(p), then Ve >0, 315 >0 such that
If(x) - f(y)1 ~ e Ix - yiP for Ix - y I~ 6, x E I, Y E I. (1.5)
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The Fourier-Laguerre expansion associated with the functionf(x) is given
by
where
00
f(x) ~ L anL~a)(x),
n=O
a> -1, (1.6)
L~a)(y) is the nth Laguerre polynomial of order a. Here existence of the
integral in (1.7) is tacitly understood. We approximate the function f(x) at
x = 0 by the Cesaro mean defined as
n
k( )_ (Ak)-I '\' Ak-1 ()an x - n L.. n-i Si x,
i=O
k> -1, (1.8)
where Si(X) is the ith partial sum of the series (1.6) at the point x. Also,
a~(x) is called the nth Cesaro mean of order k of the series (1.6).
A summability theorem for the series (1.6) at x = 0 was given by Szeg6
[3). Recently Gupta [1) proved some interesting results concerning (C, k)-
summability of (1.6) at x = O. These results were proven for functions with
certain restrictions on integral orders. It is conceivable that improvements in
the degree of convergence of the sequence of Cesaro means are possible for
suitable subspaces of functions f Our study concerns the spaces B L (p) and
B/(p) (0 <p<'I). We prove the following:
THEOREM. Let a - 1< k <a +1, a > -I, k > -1. If fE B/(p), where
o<p < 1, and if
then, as n -+ 00,
( e- t/ 2t(a-k-(3/2»/2If(t)1 dt = o(n- p/2),
Joo e- t/2t(a-k-(7/6»/2If(t)1 dt = o(n- P!2),
n
a~(O) =f(O) +o{n(a+(l!2)-k-p)/2}.
(1.9)
(1.10)
IffE BL(p), where 0 <p <.1, and if each integral in (1.9) is O(n- P/ 2), then,
as n -+ 00,
a~(O)=f(O) + O{n 1/2(a+(l/2)-k- P)}. (1.11)
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let sn(x) be nth partial sum of series (1.6) at any point x E [0, hI so that
(2.1 )
where
K~a:)(x, t) = to (v: a ) -I L :,a:) (x) L ~,a:)(t).
Since L~a:)(O) = (~+a:) and L~~o L~a:)(t) = L~a:+ ll(t), we have
1 00
s(O)= f e-tta:L(a:+I)(t)!(t)dt.
n rea + 1) 0 n (2.2)
Let k be any real number >-1. Then, the nth Cesaro mean of order k of
the series (1.6) at x = 0 is given by
In view of the orthogonal property of Laguerre polynomials and the
relation
we get
The theorem follows from the last equality upon estimating the integral using
results of [4, Theorems 7.6.4, 8.22.1, and 8.22.5]. We omit details.
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